May Terry lead the meeting focused on reviewing the ballot comments. It may be helpful to reach out to individuals who made the comments in person for clarification. HL7 notes that there are several types of breast cancer including: invasive or noninvasive; hormone receptor positive; HER2 amplified or over expressed; triple negative.
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Is the code map complete enough to represent this data?

Once a ballot comment is resolved within the group, the resolution needs to be dated and a vote taken. The ballot comments need to be voted on in a CIC call. The vote takes place after the resolution has been posted for seven (7) days. The Persuasive with mod is probably the best resolution. The group category can be used as a representative of the block vote. Block Vote 1 seems to be the most appropriate.

May will send links to see if anyone else sees something that was missed.

The original group decided not to include Anatomical Staging. This is used in other countries. Richard Esmond will reach out to individuals that have a working knowledge of this.

There are 3-4 spelling errors for the comments. If the comments, such as spelling, are accepted, this is a persuasive resolution.

Currently, the US guide is used as a standard. International profiles will be considered later.

The FDE could be more included. CI will reach out for future versions. This could assist in getting a cohesive terminology. If the FDA has a good value set with standardization terminology, this could be useful to include.

Five of the twelve ballot comments were resolved.

The next two Wednesday’s meeting will be cancelled due to RNSA. Richard will update the calendar. The next meeting will be on December 5.

The FDA is interested in the work.